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Flying Wings / Flying Fuselages

Richard M. Wood and Steven X. S. Bauer

ABSTRACT

The present paper has documented the historical relationships between various classes of all lifting vehicles, which includes the flying wing, all wing, tailless, lifting body, and lifting fuselage. The diversity in vehicle focus was to ensure that all vehicle types that may have contributed to or been influenced by the development of the classical flying wing concept was investigated.

The paper has provided context and perspective for present and future aircraft design studies that may employ the all lifting vehicle concept. The paper also demonstrated the benefit of developing an understanding of the past in order to obtain the required knowledge to create future concepts with significantly improved aerodynamic performance.

INTRODUCTION

Even after more than a century of research and development the flying wing is still viewed as a unique and unconventional aircraft concept. This reality is even more surprising when you consider the significant aerodynamic and structural benefits afforded flying wing designs, compared to conventional designs. Historical reviews on this topic appear to point to a variety of reasons for the slow acceptance of flying wing type vehicles. From a technical point of view, the dominant issue has been stability and control, which to this day continues to plague this class of vehicle. As a result, flying wing aircraft continue to be limited to missions comprised of only low lift (cruise) conditions. In addition to the technical issues, there were cultural issues faced by this class of aircraft that consisted of negative public perceptions and politics. In the first half of the 20th century, which was the most prolific period of flying wing development, these two issues severely restricted technical discussions and as a result the opportunity to mature this concept was lost.

The present cultural environment is slightly improved but the public perception and politics continue to haunt this concept today.

A review of the most recent aircraft design studies shows a significant number of flying wing concepts are under consideration, especially for military applications. It is clear that the realization of the flying wing concept is benefiting from recent technological advances in aerodynamics, flow control, flight control systems, materials, structures, and propulsion systems. It also appears that the cultural barriers of the past are also deteriorating allowing for the rich body of flying wing research to be shared and studied and thus, contribute to future vehicle development activities.

However, a review of the ongoing research indicates that we continue to re-create the past instead of learning from the past to create the future. These sentiments are clearly stated through the following quotes from A. R. Weyl, 1944.

"...Flying Wing, in which at the present period more interest than ever is being displayed."

"...it seems a fact that experience collected in the past with tailless aeroplanes is either unknown or forgotten or, at the least ill-judged..."

"...it is by no means sufficient that a crazy design flies; it must fly far better than everything else in order to raise attention among those closed circles..."

The relevance of these three statements after nearly six decades is quite remarkable. They point to the need for a thorough understanding of the design trends, historical contributions, and technical relationships for flying wing vehicles as well as other closely related vehicle types before significant work is performed. With this understanding will come new...
design knowledge and thus, new opportunities to create new concepts that approach the optimum performance boundaries of powered flight. Failure to develop this understanding will ensure that we will once again re-create past accomplishments.

In support of this issue the present paper is focused on documenting the historical relationships between various classes of all lifting vehicles that includes the flying wing. The diversity in vehicle focus is to ensure that all vehicle types that may have contributed to or been influenced by the development of the flying wing concept are investigated. By investigating these relationships, it is expected that today's aircraft designers will have an improved understanding of the brilliant aircraft designs of the past.

The following definition of the All-Lifting-Vehicle (ALV) is offered:

A vehicle that has all horizontal orientated elements (i.e., wing, fuselage, tail, etc.) are continuous and aerodynamically shaped to contribute proportionally equivalent amounts of lift throughout the flight envelope.

This broad definition allows for the inclusion of all existing definitions for flying wing, all-wing, tailless, and lifting body. Note, the above definition does not allow for a vehicle that has a fuselage that does not provide appropriate lift, a tail/canard that only functions as a trim/control surface, or a nacelle that only houses the propulsion system. The various names that make up the ALV category are as diverse as the concepts themselves and vary from flying wing to flying fuselage. Definitions of the six specific concepts to be investigated are listed below to assist the reader.

**Flying Wing**
A tailless airplane accommodating all of its parts within the outline of a single airfoil.

**All-Wing**
Aircraft consisting of nothing but wing. (Northrop's definition)

**Tailless**
An aircraft consisting of a single wing, without conventional fuselage or tail.

**Flying Fuselage**
An aircraft consisting of an aerodynamically shaped fuselage that generates a majority of the total aircraft lift.

**Lifting Fuselage**
A thick aerodynamically shaped body with section lift characteristics equivalent to that of a wing.

**Lifting Body**
Aircraft that chiefly or solely generate lift by their bodies.

The discussion presented within the paper will use the Flying Wing (FW) and Flying Fuselage (FF) terms as the primary ALV descriptors with All-Wing and Tailless being sub-elements of FW and Lifting Fuselage and Lifting Body as sub-elements of FF.

A goal of this paper is to provide context and perspective for present and expected future aircraft design studies that may employ the ALV concept. It is also hoped that this paper will demonstrate the benefit of developing an understanding of the past in order to obtain the required knowledge to create future concepts with significantly improved aerodynamic performance.

The discussion that follows will first review the ALV historical development in an effort to focus the reader to the relationship between the various ALV types. The paper will then provide a more detailed discussion of the history of the FW concept. The final sections of the paper will focus on the historical development of ALV within the United States.

**ALV HISTORY**

ALV have been under continued development for over a century with the majority of the early work (pre 1950) centered in Europe and the post 1950 work being performed within the United States. This transfer in ALV leadership to the United States coincides with the transfer in the world economic and military leadership to the United States. This technical dominance by one country (United States) resulted in an increased conservatism in aircraft design during the middle decades of the 20th century. Most of these aircraft, designed since the 1950s, may be characterized as typical vehicles with wings to produce lift, fuselages to carry cargo/payload, tails/canards for control, and nacelles to house propulsion systems. Another change that drastically influenced aircraft design within the United States, in the post 1950 era, was the growing interest, effort, and resources expended toward space exploration. These efforts led to the development of lifting body aircraft for atmospheric reentry. However, recently there has been a new beginning in ALV design as
An initial assessment of the history of ALV identifies three primary categories as noted in figure 1. These categories are flying wing, lifting fuselage, and lifting body. The chart of figure 1 shows that the flying wing category is the most populous with well over 125 aircraft whereas both the lifting fuselage and lifting body categories number well under 25 aircraft. The majority of both the flying wing and lifting fuselage aircraft were developed prior to 1950 whereas the lifting body work is all post 1950. A more detailed listing of all of these aircraft is presented in table 1.

A graph of the development time line for the flying wing, lifting fuselage, and lifting body ALV concepts is presented in figure 2. Noted on the figure, to the right of each ALV type time line, are the countries that have made significant contributions. It is interesting to note that the flying wing concept has been under continual development since the late 1800s. The chart also shows that the lifting body concept has had continued development since its inception in the late 1950s. However, the lifting fuselage concept has had a finite life span from the 1920s to 1950. The observed start and stops of the various all lifting vehicle concepts raises several questions concerning their influence on one another.

In order to address these questions, it is important that a shared understanding of what constitutes a flying wing, lifting fuselage, and lifting body is developed. While both the flying wing and lifting body concepts are well known by the community the same can not be said for the lifting fuselage concept. As a result, it is appropriate at this point to provide a brief discussion of each of the three concepts. For clarity, photographs of the three concepts are shown in figure 3.

The pure flying wing is best represented by the Northrop Grumman B-2 as shown in figure 3. However, for the present discussion, we have relaxed the definition and will include aircraft that have been termed both all-wing and tailless, as long as the subject aircraft does not have a significant fuselage extending forward or aft of the wing planform.

The lifting body concept is clearly represented by the NASA/Northrop M2-F2 as depicted in figure 3. Lifting body concepts are thick aerodynamic shapes that typically have vertical surfaces for stability and control. Nearly all lifting body development has been performed in the United States and was initiated within NASA in the 1950s.

The final concept is the lifting fuselage, see figure 3. The concept depicted is the Burnelli, UB-14, which at first glance would appear to be out of step with this discussion. However, a review of the lifting fuselage aircraft design objective and motivation shows a match with that for the flying wing concepts of the same time period. These concepts were characterized by thick airfoil shaped fuselages that were designed to produce a significant portion of the required lift. Another reason for including these concepts is their location in the ALV time line as depicted in figure 2. From their chronological location, it is possible that they greatly influenced both the lifting body and the flying wing work in the United States.

**FLYING WING HISTORY**

Since the beginning of manned flight, flying wing designs have been pursued with creativity, passion, and bravery by many visionaries. The early pioneers of flight, beginning with Otto Lilienthal of Germany and including Alphonse Penaud of France, Clement Ader of France, and Jacob Ellehammer of Denmark, recognized the potential of an aircraft comprised primarily of a wing. A review of their work shows that the inspiration for much of the initial efforts came from observations of both plants and birds. In total, there have been well over 100 flying-wing, manned aircraft developed and flown by men from all parts of the world; yet, the only flying wing aircraft to ever achieve operational deployment is the Northrop Grumman B-2.

Presented in figure 4 is the time line of flying wing development for countries that have made significant contributions. The chart shows the dominance by Europe during the first half of the 20th century, as mentioned previously. In addition to the pioneering work in France, Germany, and England during this time period, notable accomplishments were also made in Switzerland, Denmark, and Austria. Russian contributions appeared during the 1930s but quickly ended around 1940.

The contributions from the United States have been sporadic as indicated by the solid and striped bars. The striped bars represent concepts that may have contributed to flying wing development, such as the lifting fuselage designs of Burnelli, noted by the bar extending from 1920 to 1940. The lifting-body work is represented by the bar extending from 1950 to 1980. Additional discussion on the lifting fuselage concept will be presented later in this section.
Another interesting trend in flying wing aircraft development is the history of the aircraft planform as shown in figure 5. Flying wing development was initially inspired by observations of nature, both in the form of plant seeds and birds. However, this concept quickly evolved to include planforms that are more recognizable today. By 1905, Dunne utilized untapered swept planforms in an effort to improve the stability characteristics of flying wings. In 1910, tapered and swept (arrow) planforms began to appear. The most aggressive use of the arrow wing planform is attributed to the Horten brothers of Germany. The use of the delta planforms for flying wings is attributed to Lippish in 1930. For present-day, flying-wing designs, the planform of choice is the arrow-wing planform, which allows for improved stability and control with high levels of aerodynamic performance.

As with most aircraft development activities, flying wing developments prior to 1950 were primarily a result of individual designers, whereas the work after 1950 may be characterized as corporate efforts involving many individuals and organizations. To highlight the contributions of the individual genius, the remaining portion of this section of the paper will concentrate on the work of individual aircraft designers prior to 1950.

A review of the historical contributions of the more than 30 prominent flying wing designers, prior to 1950, has identified six representative flying wing designers that have made unique and significant contributions. These designers also represent the diversity of countries involved in maturing this aircraft type, see table 2. Included in this list is Vincent Burnelli, inventor of the lifting fuselage concept, because of the apparent influence of his work on the flying wing development within the United States. Table 2 also lists the specific contribution made by each of the selected individuals.

Individual contributors, as a function of time, are depicted in figure 6. The figure also lists the country of each of the selected individuals. This chart shows that of the seven identified designers, three are from Germany and two each from both England and the United States. It is clear from the literature and available data, that Germany has led the development of the flying wing concept. The work of Lillienthal, Lippish, and the Horten brothers is impressive by all measures. The contributions of the English, Dunne and Hill, while not as diverse as the German influence is extremely noteworthy in the area of stability and control. Contributions by Burnelli and Northrop of the United States focused on the maturation and commercial development of the flying wing concept.

The following subsections will provide additional details and insight into the specific contributions of the selected seven individuals and their countries. Note the information presented does not constitute detailed biographical and historical information on each of these individuals. Interested readers should pursue such information through the many recognized sources and experts.

**German Flying Wings**

The diversity of contributions by German aircraft designers to the development of the flying wing are represented by Lillienthal, Lippish, and Reimer and Walter Horten, see figure 7a, b, and c, respectively. The selection of these individuals is not intended to degrade the contributions of other notable German designers such as Alexander Soldenhoff (originally from Switzerland) and Jugo Junkers but to portray the general historical developments that came from Germany.

The history of German flying wing development, and in fact manned flight, begins with the inventor, builder, and pilot, Otto Lillienthal (1848 - 1896), see figure 7a. Lillienthal's interest in flight began in 1861 with the study of birds. In 1874, Otto Lillienthal and his brother, Gustav, showed the aerodynamic superiority of cambered airfoils. Their airfoil research continued until 1888 and was published in 1889. In 1889, Lillienthal turned his attention to aircraft design and built his first glider, which was used to assess lifting force, but it never flew. Lillienthal continued to invent, build, and pilot gliders from 1889 until his death in 1896. During this time period, Lillienthal developed over 10 different aircraft. While Lillienthal's aircraft were not true flying wings, most of the designs had a nearly continuous planform comprised of the bird-like wing and a small aft-located horizontal surface. It is clear from the literature that the work of Lillienthal inspired most early flying wing development in Europe.

Alexander Lippish (1894-1976) is most noted for his work in developing the delta-planform, flying wings as depicted in figure 7b. Lippish began his flying wing development work in the late 1920s with the Storch series of gliders and then transitioned to powered flying wings and the Delta series of flying wings. Lippish's interest in the delta planform was directed at increasing the usable volume of his designs over that offered by the swept designs of that
period. Lippish's pursuit of this design aspect is notable in Europe because most were consumed with proving or improving the flying wing concept. Between 1927 and 1945, Lippish developed over 13 flying wing aircraft, including the Delta I shown in figure 7b. Lippish is also noted for his interest in applying rocket power to flying wings as noted by the DM-I design shown in the figure.

Perhaps the most prolific of the German flying wing developers were the Horten brothers, Reimer (1915-1993) and Walter (1913-1994), see figure 7c, 9a, 9b. Between 1931 and 1960 the Horten brothers developed over 20 flying wing aircraft, and as with both Lilienthal and Lippish, they began their work with gliders. And like Northrop in the United States, the Horten brothers are noted for their purist approach to the development of the flying wing. The Horten designs were extremely innovative in shape, controls, and construction. A representative Horten glider and powered flying wing, H XIIa and H III respectively, are depicted in figure 7c. They were also the first to develop a turbo-jet powered flying wing.

**England Flying Wings**
The pioneering stability and control work of John Dunne (1875-1949) and the following work by Geoffrey Hill (1895-1964) characterize the primary contribution by England to flying wing development. As depicted in figure 8, Dunne's flying wing development occurred between 1907 and 1914 in which he produced more than 6 designs to investigate completely stable aircraft. Representative of Dunne's first design, a swept-wing tailless bi-plane, the Dunne D-8 of 1911 is shown in the figure. Dunne is credited with developing the first practical tailless aircraft. Following on the work of Dunne, Hill also pursued improved flight safety and stability through the development of flying wing aircraft. Hill developed a series of aircraft, named the Pterodactyls, between 1924 and 1930 as noted in figure 8. Hill's Pterodactyl Mk IV was the first tailless to roll and loop.

**United States Flying Wings**
As noted in figure 4, the flying wing development within the United States has been extremely sporadic, both pre-1950 and post-1950. The pre-1950 time period depicted in figure 4, which is the focus of this discussion, is represented by the work of Octave Chanute at the turn of the century, Vincent Burnelli (1895-1964), and Jack Northrop (1895-1981). This brief historical discussion will focus on the efforts of Burnelli from 1919 to 1939 and Northrop from 1940 to 1950 as presented in figure 9. At first glance, it is not obvious as to the relationship of Burnelli's work, shown in figure 9a, to the flying wing development, but upon further inspection, it is clear that both Burnelli and Northrop pursued the objective of bringing to market the most efficient aerodynamic shape, an all-lifting vehicle. Burnelli recognized the need to have the complete aircraft provide efficient lift in order to maximize payload capacity and range. Burnelli's design approach was to reshape the fuselage to achieve this goal. His efforts resulted in more than 10 operational designs, see figure 9a. It is clear that Burnelli never produced a flying wing design but his work with lifting fuselages and thick airfoils did contribute to the flying wing development. It is also interesting to note that the starting point for Northrop's flying wing efforts (left side of figure 9b) closely resembles the Burnelli UB-14 design shown on the right side of figure 9a.

Northrop's contribution to flying wing development, within the United States, is without dispute and is well documented. Like the Horten brothers of Germany, Northrop was a purist in his pursuit of the flying wing, which he labeled the All-Wing. It is believed that Northrop's introduction to the flying wing was through Tony Stadlman in the 1920s, while working at the Douglas Aircraft Company. Northrop matured his thoughts and in 1929 his Flying Wing (with tail) flew, see figure 9b. Northrop continued his flying wing development and in 1940 his first pure flying wing design took flight, the N-1M. From 1940 to 1950 Northrop produced more than 10 innovative designs that culminated with the YB 49 depicted in figure 9b. Northrop's contributions may be summarized as a complete aircraft designer in that all aspects of flying wing design were successfully considered in developing efficient and cost effective elegant designs.

**UNITED STATES ALV HISTORY**
The previous discussion has reviewed the pre-1950 development of the flying wing aircraft in an effort to clarify the role and contributions of various significant contributors. This section of the paper will draw upon those discussions to develop the ALV history. As mentioned previously, a review of the complete history ALVs shows that since 1950 the majority of both flying wing development as well as flying fuselage development has occurred within the United States. Thus, the following discussion on ALV history will concentrate on the work performed solely within the United States from 1920 to the present. A pictorial history of ALV development within the United States is presented in figures 10a through 10c.
It is with great interest that the United States ALV development begins with similar work by Burnelli, Stadlman, and Northrop in the 1920s and 1930s, see figure 10a. Burnelli pursued the lifting fuselage concept for 20 years from 1919 to 1939 whereas Northrop did not see his initial flying wing (with tail) fly until 1929. By 1940 Northrop was beginning to develop a true flying wing aircraft as represented by the XB-35 shown in figure 10a. Additional discussion of these early contributions are provided above.

The interest in flying wings decreased significantly during the 1960s and 1970s as focus shifted from flight vehicle development to space vehicle development. The initial development of the lifting body concept is attributed to Alfred Eggers and H. Julian Harvey, in the early 1950s, who were conducting research on ballistic bodies for lifting reentry from orbital space flight. The research of Allen and Eggers, along with a handful of other NASA engineers, contributed to the knowledge in lifting-body aerodynamics, thermodynamics, and controls. However, it was not until the 1960s that a lifting-body, reentry vehicle was developed and flown, see figure 10b. The NASA lifting-body aircraft development activity grew out of a decision in the early 1960s, by the Scientific Advisory Board, to focus on winged reentry vehicles because of concerns of low speed control characteristics of lifting-body aircraft. This decision drove a number of individuals at NASA to independently explore the low speed flight characteristics of this class of vehicles. The success of these studies led to the eventual acceptance of lifting body designs as the preferred approach for reentry.

At the beginning of 1970s and extending into the 1980s, the effort of R. T. Jones, the well known aerodynamicists, to develop the oblique wing concept was a constant theme, as shown in figure 10c. The effort by R. T. Jones coincided with the growing interest within the United States in the development of an efficient supersonic transport aircraft. It was proposed that an oblique flying wing is the optimum design for a supersonic transport but despite several sub-scale flight tests and extensive wind tunnel research the concept was never adopted by the industry. However, to this day, the oblique wing design remains the most creative ALV concept ever developed.

The 1980s and 1990s signaled a new beginning in ALV design interest with the development of the Space Shuttle, B-2, and F-117, see figure 10d. It is interesting to note that these three ALV concepts were produced by 3 different companies indicating the acceptance and maturation of this design technology. At the time, the Space Shuttle reflected significant advancements in lifting body design technology and remains an outstanding performing vehicle today. Design of both the B-2 and F-117 reflect the growing influence of stealth design requirements and not the pursuit of the flying wing ALV concept that drove the work by Northrop in the 1940s. However, it is quite evident that the Space Shuttle design was greatly influenced by the body of work from the 60s and 70s just as the B-2 and F-117 designs were influenced of Northrop's flying wing designs of the 40s and 50s.

As we move into the new century, it is clear that the ALV concept remains the choice of future vehicles, see figure 10e. The figure show three distinctly different ALV concepts that are under development within the United States. In addition to these concepts for space travel (X-33), commercial transportation (BWB), and atmospheric research (PATHFINDER), there are a significant number of advanced ALV concepts under consideration for a variety of military missions. Also note, as with the Space Shuttle, B-2, and F-117 of figure 10d, each of these three concepts are under development by three different companies. This observation clearly indicate that after a century of development the ALV concept is finally being recognized as the design of choice.

To further explore the relationship between the various concepts discussed above, a time line of the United States ALV concepts is presented in figure 11. The chart segregates the lifting body, lifting fuselage, and flying wing categories for clarification. Also noted on the chart are bubbles indicating contributions from other countries. The relationships between the various contributors is represented by either a solid or dashed line where a solid line indicates a strong linkage and dashed line indicates a weak linkage. A review of this chart indicates that there is a strong linkage between the work of Burnelli, Stadlman, and Northrop prior to 1950. For the recent work there is a strong linkage between the pre-1950 work and the B-2 and BWB. Based upon these inferences and linkages, the time line chart of figure 11 is reformatted into the chart of figure 12 that reflects the historical time line for ALV development in the United States. Based upon this review, it is clear the technical leaders (individuals) in ALV development within the United States are Chanute, Stadlman, Burnelli, Northrop, Jones, and MacCready. Specific information on each of these
individuals is presented in table 3. This is not to say that other individuals, teams, and organizations have not made significant contributions. The problem is that the corporate culture that exists in the aerospace industry make it extremely difficult to identify individual accomplishments.

**HISTORICAL COMPARISONS**

This final section of the paper will expand on the discussion presented at the end of the last section (see figure 12) in which the historical linkages between ALV concepts were identified. The study of these linkages is directed at understanding the lineage of the present day advanced ALV concepts in the hope of understanding how the past can assist in developing the future.

This assessment will be conducted for the Boeing Blended Wing Body (BWB), the Boeing/NASA X-43, and the MacCready PATHFINDER in figures 13, 14, and 15, respectively.

Presented in figure 13 are historical graphics and photographs of flying wing transport designs that are similar to the current state of the art BWB concept. The five historical designs selected for comparison to the BWB date from the 1940s. The similarity between all six concepts is clearly evident and quite striking. Each of the designs depicted were developed based upon similar classical goals: improved aerodynamic efficiency, increased payload, and reduced weight. Note that all six designs shown in the figure, with the exception of the B-2, have nearly identical propulsion system layout with the Junkers 1945 design being nearly identical to the BWB. The B-2, which is unique in that it shows a canard and winglets on both the wing and canard. Even though there is a striking similarity in the two designs, the B-2 does not have the same propulsion system layout as the BWB.

The Junkers 1945 design (bottom left) being nearly identical to the Pathfinder. The other three historical designs have a propulsion system layout that is similar to the Pathfinder, yet they differ from the Pathfinder design in that they have vertical surfaces for control. Also note that the Junkers design of 1910 and the Burnelli design of 1942 also have a separate horizontal control surface. Based upon this review, it may be concluded that a good design is timeless.

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

The historical review of ALV indicates that we continue to re-create the past instead of learning from the past to create the future. These sentiments are clearly stated through the following quotes from A. R. Weyl, 1944.

"...Flying Wing, in which at the present period more interest than ever is being displayed."

"...it seems a fact that experience collected in the past with tailless aeroplanes is either unknown or forgotten or, at the least ill-judged..."

"...it is by no means sufficient that a crazy design flies; it must fly far better than everything else in order to raise attention among those closed circles..."
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>FLYING WING</th>
<th>LIFTING FUSELAGES</th>
<th>LIFTING BODY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Quetzalcoatlus northropi Zanonia Seed observed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800-1819</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1820-1839</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1840-1859</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1860-1879</td>
<td>Penaud, 1876</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880-1889</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890-1899</td>
<td>Etrich Gliders, 1890 Ader, Eole, 1890 Otto Lilienthal, 1891 Chanute, 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900-1904</td>
<td>Jatho, 1903 Eilehammer, 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1905-1909</td>
<td>Etrich Zanonia-Wing Glider,1907 Dunne D-1.A, 1907 Etrich I, 1908 Dunne D3, D4, 1907</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915-1919</td>
<td>Remington Burnelli RB-1, 1919</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920-1924</td>
<td>Lippisch-Espenlaub Glider, 1921 Wenk, Wenitenseyler, 1921 Tschernovskov, 1924</td>
<td>Remington Burnelli RB-2, 1922 de Monge, 7.4, 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Chronological listing of all lifting vehicles concepts.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>FLYING WING</th>
<th>LIFTING FUSELAGES</th>
<th>LIFTING BODY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1930-1934</td>
<td>Lippisch Delta 1, 1930</td>
<td>Burnelli VB-20, 1930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Junkers, G-38, 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fauvel AV2, 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soldepolt A4, 1931</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horten Ho I, 1933</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arup No. 1.2.3.4, 1932</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Westland Hill, 1934</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tchebarovski Blch-3, 1934</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waterman Arrowplane, 1935</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Canova All-Wing, 1935</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horten Ho V, 1936</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waterman Arrowbile, 1937</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese, HK-1, 1938</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horten Ho III, 1938</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tchebarovski Blch-20, 1938</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Handley Page HP 75 MANX, 1938</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940-1944</td>
<td>Horten Ho IV, 1940</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lippisch DFS 104, 1940</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northrop N1M, 1940</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese, KU-2, 1941</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese, KU-3, 1941</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northrop N1M, 1942</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vought V-173, 1942</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Handley Page Manx, 1943</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Messerschmitt Me163 Komet, 1943</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horten Ho VII, 1943</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northrop XP-56, 1943</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horten Ho XIII, 1943</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horten Ho VI, 1944</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horten Ho XII, 1944</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northrop MX324/334, 1944</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945-1949</td>
<td>Horten/Gotha Ho IX, 1945</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northrop XP-76B, 1945</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lippisch DM-1, 1945</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese, JBM1, 1945</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G.A.L./56, 1946</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northrop XB-35, 1946</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northrop YB-49, 1947</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horten Ho Xv, 1948</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whitworth A. W. 52, 1948</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950-1954</td>
<td>Horten Colibri Ho XVI, 1950</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>De Haviland DH 108, 1950</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northrop X4, 1950</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chance Vought, 1950</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chance Vought CV-XF5U-1, 1950</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fauvel AV-36, 1951</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Saab 35 Draken, 1951</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avro 698, 1953</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horton Motorglider, 1953</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horten HW-X-26-52, 1954</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955-1959</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960-1964</td>
<td>Mitchell Wing B10, 1960</td>
<td>NASA M2-F1, 1963</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horten IAe 38, 1960</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hadley Page Slaved Wing, 1961</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NASA HL-10, 1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NASA X-24A, 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980-1984</td>
<td>Lockheed F117</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985-1989</td>
<td>Horton Pulio, 1987</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northrop B-2, 1988</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995-1999</td>
<td>Lockheed Martin A17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000-2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Concluded.
Lilienthal: (1848-1896) Developed first all wing glider. First sustained controlled flight in history.

Dunne: (1875-1949) First to address flying wing S&C issues.

Burnelli: (1895-1964) Developed lifting fuselage concept for large payload and volume.


Lippish: (1894-1976) Developed delta flying wing concepts.

Horten: (1913-1994) Developed arrow flying wing concepts.


Table 2. Listing of flying wing primary contributors.

Chanute: (1832-1910) Brought Lilienthal’s (flying wing) work to U.S.

Staldman: (1885-1982) First advocate for flying wing aircraft in U.S.

Burnelli: (1895-1964) Developed lifting fuselage concept.


R. T. Jones: Developed oblique wing concept.

MacCready: Developed advanced UAV concept.

Table 3. Primary individual contributors to the United States all-lifting-vehicle concepts.
Figure 1. Number of all-lifting-vehicle aircraft developed since 1900.

Figure 2. Development timeline for each type of all-lifting-vehicle aircraft.
Figure 3. Representative ALV concepts.

Figure 4. Development timeline for each of the primary contributing countries of flying wing aircraft.
Figure 5. Development time line for each type flying wing planform.

Figure 6. Development time line for the primary contributors to the flying wing concept.
No. DESIGNS: ~ 17

(a) Otto Lilienthal

(b) Alexander Lippish

(c) Reimer and Wilber Horten

Figure 7. Germany’s primary contributors of flying wing aircraft.
Figure 8. England's primary contributors of flying wing aircraft.

John Dunne - D 8

Geoffrey Hill - Pterodactyl Mk 1

Figure 9. United States primary contributors of flying wing aircraft.

(a). Vincent Burnelli

(b). Jack Northrop.
Figure 10. Diversity of United States all-lifting-vehicle aircraft.
R. T. Jones, AD-1

(c) Oblique Flying Wing, 1970 to 1980.

(d) Flying Wing and Lifting Body, 1980 to 1990.

Figure 10. continued.
Figure 10. concluded.

Figure 11. History of United States all-lifting-vehicle concepts.

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Figure 12. History of United States all-lifting-vehicle development.

Figure 13. Historical comparison of flying wing transport designs.
Figure 14. Historical comparison of high speed transport designs.

Figure 15. Historical comparison of low sweep vehicle designs.